Mixy’s Planar Notes Vol 1
Guide to Planar Creatures and Oddities

By Stephen Wood
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Written and Illustrated
by
Stephen Wood
Twitter @Stevethegoblin
www.sjwoodart.com
This was created as part of a fun exercise to create creature/monster illustrations
for the month of June 2017 that all had to deal with the planes connected to the
Forgotten Realms campaign setting. This was a fun project I am releasing it for free
for anyone to enjoy, however if you contributed in any way to this via the DM’s Guild
it is much appreciated and thank you for your support!
I hope your party has fun you choose to make your players face any of these planar
oddities!!
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Acheron Devourer
Type:Abberation | Size: Colossal | Alignment: Neutral | Plane: Archeron | Layer : Avalas

Larval (size medium avg. 5’7”)

Nymphal (size huge avg. 30’)

Armor Class 16 (natural armor)
Hit Points 40 (5d8+5)
Speed: 60ft

Armor Class 20 (natural armor)
Hit Points 160 (15d8+40)
Speed: 60ft

Str 12 | Dex 12 | Con 15 | Int 10 | Wis 10 | Cha 10

Str 18 | Dex 18 | Con 15 | Int 13 | Wis 13 | Cha 13

Saving Throws: Dex +1 | Str +1
Damage Resistances: Magical
Passive Perception: 12
Challenge 5 (11,500 XP)

Saving Throws: Dex +3 | Str +3
Damage Resistances: Magical
Passive Perception: 12
Challenge 8 (3,900 XP)

Bite. Once per turn a Devourer Larva can use
their powerful jaws to tear at their enemies
flesh. A Devourer’s bite deals 3d4+2 damage (5
foot reach)

Bite. Once per turn a devourer adult can use
their powerful jaws to tear at their enemies
flesh. A Devourer’s bite deals 4d8+4 damage (5
foot reach)

Psionic disturbance. When a larval devourer
takes damage they release a burst of psionic
energy to confuse and damage their attacker.
Psionic disturbance effects any intelligent
creature within a 20 foot radius of the larva.
Creatures must succeed an Intelligence
save (DC 14) or take 1d4 damage and are
incapacitated for 1d4 rounds.

Embed. When a devourer reaches its adult stage
it will burrow into the metal surface of a cube
and embed its mantel. Any creature trying to
pry free the Devourer must make a strength
check (DC 22) or fail.

Minor Illusion: A larval Devourer
can cast minor illusion at
will. The larva uses this
ability to conceal itself

Larva

Psionic Blast: An adult devourer can create
a Psionic blast 5 times per day that emanates
out in a 60 foot radius from its burrow. Any
creature caught within the blast must make an
intelligence save (DC 19) or be incapacitated
for 1d6 rounds and take 4d6 psionic damage.
Reach: An adult devourer can attack any
creature within 25 feet of its burrow with its
tentacles dealing 2d6 damage. The devourer can
attack in this way for each tentacle it has (1d12)
Drag: If an adult devourer can successfully
make a grapple check against a creature the
devourer will drag it 5 feet per turn to its
waiting jaws. Any creature caught in the
devourer’s grip can, at beginning of their turn,
make a strength check (DC 17) to escape the
devourers grasp.
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Mature (size colossal avg. 160’ or larger)
Armor Class 20 (natural armor)
Hit Points 325 (20d20+95)
Speed: n/a
Str 30 | Dex 22 | Con 18| Int 15 | Wis 15 | Cha 13
Saving Throws: Dex +3 | Str +3
Damage Resistances: Magical
Passive Perception: 12
Challenge 22 (41,900 XP)
Psionic Assault: A mature devourer can create
a Psionic attack 1 time per day that emanates
out in a 400 foot radius from its burrow. Any
creatures caught within the blast must make an
intelligence save (DC 19) or be incapacitated
for 1d6 rounds and take 10d6 psionic damage.
Reach: An adult devourer can attack any
creature within 120 feet of its burrow with its
tentacles dealing 6d6 damage. The devourer
can attack in this way for each tentacle it has
(10d12)
Devour: If an adult devourer can successfully
make a grapple check against a creature
the devourer will drag it 30 feet per turn to
its waiting jaws. Any creature caught in the
devourer’s grip can, at beginning of their turn,
make a strength check (DC 25) to escape the
devourer’s grasp.

I

n the first layer of Acheron, once in every
three hundred years, the devourers hatch in the
hundreds of thousands. These creatures, in their
larval state, resemble large squid like creatures that
roam the cubes of Acheron eating the wounded and
dead off the endless battle fields. These larvae are
often hunted by the armies of acheron as a source of
food. The flesh of a devourer is incredibly tough but
can be chewed on for several days and provides as
much nutrition as any orc would need. If a devourer
lives for 60 years it will enter its nymphal phase. A
devourer nymph will develop small hook like teeth
along its mantle which it will use to burrow into the
metal of a cube. After this it will patiently wait for
food to come to it as it burrows deeper into the cube
and grows larger. After a 100 years the devourer
will transition to its adult state as it roams through
Acheron finding populated cubes and using it’s
many tentacles to feel through the many holes to
find its prey. During the adult stage the devourer’s
goal is only to eat and grow to the maximum size.
Late in life a colossal devourer will grow too large
for its metal shell and it is at this point that its many
thousands of tentacles will break off and revert to
an egg like state that use the corpse of their parent
as they develop a new larval devourer. At any point
during their adult stage if they lose a tentacle that
tentacle will revert into an egg.

“I never much cared for the taste of the devourer..”
the tiefling sorceress shifted her weight as she
paused to make a face at the memory ” you don’t
really eat it you just chew on it. Have you ever
chewed on dried meat that might as well be leather?
Yeah! Like that! Except..” She pauses again to make
another face “ it tastes like rotting fish, and again,
you chew it for days and just suck on the juices. The
first time a berk does it they are bound to wretch
once or twice before choking it down… anyway
we have to go meet with our client so eat up!” She
exclaims as she hands her apprentice a square slab of
a translucent flesh popping her own into her mouth.
A wicked smile slide across her face as she hears the
faint sounds of retching as she steps through the
portal.
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Many planar wizards will travel to Acheron
during these devourer deaths to collect the eggs. A
devourers egg is a great component in many potions
as a substitute for some material components.
An adventurer can trade wizards the eggs for
enchantments on their gear or other magical tasks.
The githyanki also make pilgrimages to
acheron to collect the eggs. However, they use them
as a component to make a powerful psychedelic that
they feel enhances their psionic abilities. Commonly
known as Gith Ink because the main ingredient is
the ink extracted from the egg of a devourer. The
gith are known to sell the vials at trading posts in
exchange for gems.
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Gith Ink: If a mystic or psionic character drinks

this vial they will gain +4 to all their psionic abilities
for 1d4 hours. After the ink wears off the character
must temporarily reduce their intelligence stat by
1d4 for 1 hour.
If any other character takes the gith ink
they will experience a psychedelic trip for 1d4
hours. After the ink wears off the character must
temporarily reduce their intelligence stat by 1d4 for
2 hour.
Gith ink can be bought from many vendors
in the bazaars of the Outlands or from the less
reputable merchants. The gith ink usually sells for
2000 gold a vial. A character who knows alchemy
can make an intelligence check (DC 22) to reverse
engineer the recipe.
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Astral Lurker
Type: Abberation| Size: Colossal | Alignment: Neutral | Plane: Astral | Layer : any
Armor Class 20 (natural)
Hit Points 333(33d12+40)
Speed: 160 feet flying
Str 30 | Dex 14 | Con 22 | Int 13 | Wis 13 | Cha 12
Saving Throws: Str +10| Dex +4
Senses: Blindsight 60 Ft., Darkvision 120 Ft.
Skills: Stealth +10
Dmg Immunity: non-magical
Languages: none
Challenge 25 (62,000XP)

A

stral Lurkers are colossal eel like creatures
that reside in the Astral plane. The astral
lurker’s body reflects its environment making it
almost impossible for most creatures, when the
lurker isn’t moving, to distinguish it from
its surroundings. Astral lurkers use this
ability to lay in wait for astral travelers,
most often a githyanki spelljammer, to
cross their path and then strike. They
feed on the magical and living energies
of their prey, discarding any physical
material after consuming all of the
energies. Even astral projections can
become victims of the astral Lurker.

Strike: Astral Lurkers can strike with
frightening speed and the largest of them can
down whole spelljammers in the blink of an
eye. Characters caught in the lurker’s strike can
try to resist its pull by making an wisdom check
(DC 28) or be consumed by the lurker
Digest: Once a lurker catches its prey it will
immediately begin absorbing any magical or
living energies. This process deals 2d8+10
dmg per turn. Creatures can make a wisdom
check (DC 18) to take half damage. Once all
the energies are absorbed the husks and other
physical materials are coughed back up and left.

When an Astral lurker dies or is
slain their long eel like bodies become
petrified, the magical energies they have
consumed over their lifetime become
crystalline or precious metals. Much
like the god-isles of the astral plane
the corpses of astral lurkers become
prime real estate to any of the residence
of the astral plane. The largest lurker
known was 4 miles long and now host
to a large githyanki mining settlement
and trading port. It is said that it took more
than 40 githyanki spelljammers to take the god
like creature down. These corpses are prized by
many plans, powers sending their petitioner’s out
to claim the corpses, their influence causing the
corpses to fall into the plane of the victor.
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Bytopian Tiger wyrm
Type:Wyrm | Size: Huge | Alignment: Neutral | Plane: Bytopia | Layer : Shurrock
Armor Class 22 (natural armor)
Hit Points 175 (10d20+30)
Speed: 120ft
Str 18 | Dex 22 | Con 17 | Int 10 | Wis 15 | Cha 13
Saving Throws: Dex +5 | Con +3 | Str +3
Damage Resistances: piercing, slashing
Passive Perception: 16
Languages: Draconic, Gnome, Dwarf
Challenge 14 (11,500 XP)

I

n the mountains of Shurrock lurks a dangerous
predator, the Bytopian Tiger Wyrm. These Wyrms
inhabit the plane of Bytopia and are most commonly
found in the mountains of Shurrock where they can
find the large prey they need to survive. The Tiger
Wyrms are not simple beasts and can communicate,
if poorly, by speaking in broken segments to any
poor creature it doesn’t eat on sight. Tiger Wyrms
are said to mimic the sounds of a person in
distress or a wounded creature to lure their
prey into sight. Once the prey makes
eye contact the wyrm will use its
magical ability to paralyze the
prey to prevent escape.
The wyrm’s corrosive
saliva will break down
any non magical
items making
it easier for a
wyrm to digest
heavily armored
adventures. A
Tiger Wyrm’s
saliva is a
prized solvent
to the
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Paralyzing Gaze. 4 times per day a Tiger Wyrm
can use its paralyzing gaze to paralyze their prey.
If any creature makes direct eye contact with the
wyrm it must make a constitution save check
(DC 17) or be paralyzed for 1d4 rounds.
Multiattack. The Tiger Wyrm makes three bite
attacks dealing 4d8 damage per attack.
Corrosive Bit. If the Tiger Wyrm bites its prey
it will release a corrosive saliva that eats away at
all non magical materials. Any non magical item
that comes in contact with the saliva will take
1d10 damage for 1d6 rounds.
gnomes of Bytopia who use it to remove impurities
from the magical gems and metals they mine.
In battle the wyrms will rely heavily on their
ability to paralyze their prey, however
if that fails they will turn to their
incredible agility and speed
to strike down an opponent
before they can move.

“Make sure to use the
magic gauntlets, or you
will end up like Noglle
NoFingers over there...”
-Gnome Gem Cutter
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Fiendish Judge
Type: Devil | Size: Large | Alignment: Lawful Evil| Plane: Nine Hells | Layer : Any
Armor Class 15
Hit Points 120 (11d10+60)
Speed: 50 feet
Str 10 | Dex 12 | Con 10 | Int 19 | Wis 19 | Cha 17
Saving Throws: Int +4| Wis +4
Damage Resistances: magic
Senses: Passive perception 11
Languages: Fiendish, Celestial
Challenge 9 (5000 XP)

Expert Spell Caster: Fiendish Judge’s can cast
as a level 9 Cleric.
Hellish Judgment: These fiends can, at will,
judge any creature in a 100 ft radius. If judged
the creature can make a int check (DC 17) to
prevent the judges mask from reading their past.
If they succeed they can then argue their case
(or make a charisma check DC 18) and try to be
found not guilty. If they fail they will be found
guilty and the Judge will attack.
Hellish Justice: If a judge’s mask finds a
creature guilty the judge is imbued with 1
charge of Power Word Kill which it can cast on
the accused
.
Sword: Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach
5ft, one target. Hit 12 (2d8+3) Slashing dmg
color. However, these devils are expert spell
casters and can dispatch of most enemies
without needing to engage in physical
combat. Judges roam the nine hells
dealing out justice to any being that
breaks the laws of the arch devils.
Each judge wears a sentient mask
that consists of three lawful evil souls
who act as jury for the accused.
Once the mask casts its judgment
the fiend will deal out punishment,
most commonly death. These fiends
are known to take on lawful warlocks
who will spread the extreme ideals of
hellish justice.

T

he devils may be evil, but beyond that, they
respect the ideals of law. With this in mind
the archdevils created the Fiendish Judges. These
creatures are fiends that stand 9 feet tall. They have
a thin, tall frame and their flesh is pale and sickly in

If the Archdevils have a dispute they will call
the fiendish judges to order. In this meeting all
the judges will hear each rulers argument and
pass judgment. A simple majority wins and the
loser is stripped of title and fortune and are
exiled to the grey waists and forced to fight their
way back to the top. This harsh penalty deters
the archdevils from invoking this right.
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Fungal Lord
Type: Fungus | Size: Large | Alignment: Neutral | Plane: Abyss | Layer : Shedaklah
Armor Class 14
Hit Points 165 (13d12+25)
Speed:60 feet
Str 16 | Dex 12 | Con 14 | Int 10 | Wis 10 | Cha 10
Saving Throws: Str +3| Con +2
Senses: Passive perception 12
Stealth +3
Languages: none
Challenge 6 (2300XP)

Fungal Whip: Melee Weapon Attack: +2
to hit, reach 10ft, one target. Hit 10(2d6+4)
bludgeoning dmg
Stomp: Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach
5ft, one target. Hit 12 (1d10+4) bludgeoning
dmg
Multi Attack: A Fungal Lord can make 4 attacks
a turn with their whip like arms or pillar like
legs
Spore Cloud: If damaged the Fungal Lord can
release a cloud of spores. Creatures with in a 10
foot radius must make a constitution check (DC
16) or become ill taking 1d6 dmg for 1d6 turns.
Constrict: A Fungal Lord will try to grapple its
enemies. If successful the creature is constricted
by the Fungal lord dealing 1d8 dmg each round.
Creatures can make a strength check (DC16) at
the beginning of their turn to escape.

T

he slime pits of the abyss are
home to the Fungal Lords of
Zuggtmoy. Standing on four legs
the fungal lords can be between 8
and 10 feet tall and have 4 whip like
appendages it uses to collect and spread
the spores of all the fungi it comes in
contact with. It is the job of the fungal
lords to spread the influence of Zuggtmoy
and have been known to travel into the
bordering territories with raiding parties and
scouting groups. These towering fungi are also
charged with defending their queen’s kingdom.
Any creature that steps foot in the slime pits
without permission is more than likely to
encounter one or two of these guardians.
Call to battle: Once per day the Fungal
lord can summon 1d6 ooze or fungi to
come fight with it.
10
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Gurgling

Type:Demon/Goblin | Size: Small | Alignment: Chaotic Evil | Plane: Abyss | Layer : Grand Abyss
Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 25 (3d8+3)
Speed: 30ft
Str 16 | Dex 14 | Con 17 | Int 10 | Wis 10 | Cha 8
Saving Throws: Dex +5 | Con +4 | Str +4
Damage Resistances: Fire
Senses darkvision: 60ft
Languages: Abyssal
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP)

G

urglings were once goblins from the material
plane until their tribe was lured into the Grand
Abyss by a demon prince with promises of strength
in exchange for their loyalty. Once there, the demon
prince bred the goblins with lesser demons to turn
them into a stronger and faster race of foot soldier
for the Blood Wars. These demonic boons allowed
the Gurglings to survive within the Grand Abyss
long after their master was slain giving them the
ability to scale, carve, and form colonies in the walls
of the Grand Abyss.

Blink. Once per turn a Gurgling can teleport up
to half their move speed.
Multiattack. The gurgling makes two cleaver
attacks dealing 1d8 damage per attack.
Toxic Belch. Once per day a gurgling can belch
toxic breath to attack up to 5 feet dealing 2d12
acid damage

The Chant

It is said among the magic users that the best way
to find a portal is a gurgling. An abyssal gurgling
would eat you before you would have a chance to
bargain, but I have been told that certain traders sell
gurgling slaves in the city of portals.
			-Berglack the forgotten

Gurgling are nomadic, traveling up
and down the endless walls of the
abyss looking for active portals. This
was once their duty in the Blood
Wars, killing any intruders trying
to sneak through the portals, now it
is their livelihood. When a tribe of
gurglings find an active portal they will
carve a camp into the walls of the abyss
and patiently wait. Any unsuspecting
creatures that may travel through the
portal are swarmed by the gurglings and
hunted. Once the portal becomes dormant
the gurglings will travel to the next active
portal.

80lbs
3ft

Portal Sense: Gurglings by nature can sense the

slight magical energies that leak through an active
portal. This ability allows the gurglings to sense a
portal within 1 mile of their location.
Stephen Wood www.sjwoodart.com month of the planes
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Harmonium Champion
Type: Construct| Size: Large | Alignment: Lawful Good| Plane: Any | Layer : Any
Armor Class 19 (Armor) 12 (touch)
Hit Points 33(3d3+33)
Speed: 30 ft
Str 18 | Dex 14 | Con 17 | Int 11 | Wis 11 | Cha 12
Saving Throws: Str +4| Con +3
Senses: Blind Fight
Skills: Initiative +6, Perception +2
Dmg resistance: piercing, bludgeoning, slashing
Languages: Common
Challenge 6 (2,300XP)
Martial Advantage. Once per turn, the
champion can deal an extra 10 (3d6) damage
to a creature it hits with a weapon attack if
that creature is within 5 feet of an ally of the
champion that isn’t incapacitated
Multiattack: Champions can attack 2 times per
turn.
Harmonium Great Sword: Melee Weapon
Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5ft, one target. Hit
10(2d6+4) slashing dmg and additional 3(1d6)
fire dmg .
Sense Evil and Chaos: At will a Harmonium
Champion can sense evil or chaos in a 100 ft
radius.

T

he Harmonium Champions are the
brainchildren of a gnomish faction in the
mountains of Bytopia. These semi sentient suites
of armor were engineered to be the perfect
champion of law and order, able to fight across the
planes, and immune to the emotional trappings
of your average cutter. They were first deployed
in the Outlands, as a test, along the borders of
the chaos planes. After successfully pushing back
some of the borders the champions were deployed
to most Harmonium outposts. Each champion
is accompanied by 2 Harmonium paladins and
1 Harmonium mage which assist and guide the
champion. Champions will only take commands

12

from a paladin of its order. These paladins are
magically linked with the champions allowing for
simple wordless communication. The Champions
will blindly follow any commands from the paladin,
unless those commands are seen as evil or chaotic.
The Armor is also enchanted allowing it to sense evil
and chaos within a 100 ft radius. It will then relay this
information to the paladin who will then give orders
to attack or stay. Harmonium Champions will always
come to the aid of any goodly or lawful creature in
combat with evil or chaotic forces.
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Hurkel’s Eye
Type: Construct | Size: small | Alignment: - | Plane: Any | Layer : Any
Armor Class 10
Hit Points 5
Speed: Str - | Dex - | Con 10 | Int 16 | Wis 16 | Cha Saving Throws: Int +2 | Wis +2
Damage Resistances: magic
Senses: Dark vision 60ft
Passive Perception: 14
Languages: none
True Sight: Hurkel’s Eye has true sight and can
see through invisibility and disguises

they originate from have long been lost, but it has
become such a common practice among magic
users that it is passed down from apprentice to
apprentice. A berk only needs to light three candles
made from the fat of a living creature, it is said
demon’s fat works best, and a vial of fresh blood.
Once the candles are lit the scent of blood will
attract the eye and it will blink into existence over
the blood and feed for 1d6 hours. As a gift the eye
will magically connect to the summoner and allow it
to see through its vision. The summoner only needs
to close their eyes and concentrate (DC 12) to see
through Hurkel’s eye.

W

izards of the planes often have to leave their
towers and libraries for their studies. The
more practical wizards lay traps and secrets to keep
intruders out, but if a spell-caster is in a pinch they
can summon one of Hurkel’s eyes to keep watch
over their belongings. These lidless eyes sit inside
of a brilliant blue or teal flame that keeps smaller
creatures at bay, but in reality this flame is more like
faerie fire or other harmless cantrips. What makes
them unique is that they allow their summoner see
through their them. This insures that intruders can
be identified. Hurkel’s eyes cannot speak, fight, or
cast spells and will flee to their mysterious home
plane if it feels it is in danger.
The Chant.
There is a theory that Hurkel’s eyes belong to some
god or creature that uses them to spy on the many
wizards and spell-casters that utilize them. This
makes more powerful wizards wary of using them as
a precaution. They don’t need some beast popping
up that knows all their secrets and spells ready to be
used against them.
Summoning an eye.
The rule of three permeates through the planes
and Hurkel’s eyes are no different. The records
of how the eyes were discovered or what plane
Stephen Wood www.sjwoodart.com month of the planes
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Infernal Boar
Type: Demon/Beast| Size: Medium| Alignment: Chaotic Neutral| Plane: Abyss| Layer : Any
strong riders that can control the boar’s lust for chaos
and battle.

Armor Class 15 (natural)
Hit Points 32 (6d6)
Speed: 30 feet
Str 16 | Dex 12 | Con 14 | Int 8 | Wis 11 | Cha 8
Saving Throws: Str +2| Con +2
Damage Resistances: Fire
Senses: Passive perception 11
Languages: none
Challenge 3 (700 XP)
Trample: Three times per day these boars
can charge in a line up to 60 feet into battle
damaging any creature in their path for 1d6+2
physical damage and 1d8 fire dmg. Creatures in
this line can make a dex save (DC 14) to take
half damage.

Infernal Tusk: The tusks of the infernal boar are as
hard as iron and can be used to craft deadly piercing
weapons. These weapons count as masterworks and
deal an additional 1d6 fire damage on top of any base
dmg.
Infernal Leather: The hide of the infernal boar can be
used to create armor. This armor counts as leather,
hide, or studded leather armor and make the wearer
resistant to fire dmg.

Fire Spit: Three times per day these boars can
cast fire ball as a standard action.
Tusk: Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach
5ft, one target. Hit 8 (2d6+1) Slashing dmg

I

n many layers of the Abyss roam the
infernal boar. A large boar that can
grow to be 6 feet tall and weigh well
over 800 pounds, These creatures
were created as bestial mounts
for the Blood War where many
boars escaped the battle fields
after their riders perished.
Now they travel from
layer to layer consuming
any food or prey that
can come across. The
infernal boar travel
in large sounders
consisting of
2d12+4 boars.
These boars love
combat and make
excellent mounts for

14
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Krakel’kuu
Type: Beast | Size: Large | Alignment: Neutral/Chaotic | Plane: Beastlands | Layer : Karasuthra

T

Armor Class 20 (touch 17)
Hit Points 175 (20d8+40)
Speed: 60ft
Str 18 | Dex 18 | Con 16 | Int 16 | Wis 16 | Cha 10
Saving Throws: Str +4 | Dex +3
Damage Resistances: piercing, slashing,
Senses: Dark vision 300ft
Passive Perception: 16
Languages: none
Multi Attack: The Krakel’kuu can make up to
four attacks per turn using the following.

Bite: The Krakel’kuu uses one of its massive
jaws to crush its prey for 1d10+4 piercing
damage.
Claw: The Krakel’kuu uses its razor sharp claws
to rip away flesh for 1d8+4 slashing dmg.
Horns: The Krakel’kuu can use its steel like
horns to deal 1d12 bludgeoning damage +1d6
arcane damage
Flaring Whip: the Krakel’kuu can use the
magical flame on its tail to inflict 3d10 fire
damage.

he Krakel’kuu are large primate
like creatures that live in the
forests of Karasuthra. They spend the
majority of their time avoiding larger
predators while hunting for smaller
prey. Compared to many Beastlands’
creatures, especially in Karasuthra,
the Krakel’kuu are small the largest
standing between 7 and 9 feet tall.
Krakel’kuu have two separate
heads but share one conscious
mind. This has some berks
believing these are the children
of Demigorgon and some
beastlands god. Krakel’kuu live in
small hunting bands consisting of
1d12 members. They are also known to
migrate to the upper layers of the Beastlands
for mating rituals and rearing young. Their name
comes from the lizardfolk of Karasuthra who say
mimics sound it makes as it jumps through the
treetops. In battle the Krakel’kuu fight feverishly
using the combined minds of the two heads to keep
their opponent tripped up and on the defensive.
They also have an innate magical ability to summon
a flame to their tail that they use to push back
enemies or blind their vision.
Daylight Stones: Krakel’kuu also have 2 ion like
discs that can be used to make daylight stones.
These stones absorb the sunlight during the day and
then in darkness emit a brilliant daylight in a 80 foot
radius around its center for 1d6 hours. This makes
them vary valuable to any cutter working their way
through a dark corner of the planes.
Krakel’kuu Club: The horns of the Krakel’kuu club
can be crafted into fine clubs that are as hard as
steel. These clubs deal 1d12+4 bludgeoning dmg and
an additional 3d6 arcane dmg on critical success
strikes. Characters need a strength of 16 or greater
to wield the club due to its great weight.
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Lightning Beetle

T

Type: Insect | Size: small | Alignment: Neutral | Plane: Outlands | Layer : Any

he Outlands is host to many strange creatures,
but one of the most noisy and disruptive
denizens of the plane is the Lightning Beetle.
Lightning beetles range in size from a small cat to
as big as a large dog. They are covered in a hard
carapace that keeps them safe from predators and
are armed with two razor sharp pincers that it uses
to attack and hold on to smaller prey. Their tough
armor also doubles as an insulator from their
magical attacks. This secondary effect makes
the beetle’s shells valuable to any cutter
who needs to keep from getting
shocked. Some merchants in the
outlands sell pieces of armor,
often scale mail, that are
known to resist lightning
attacks.
Lightning Beetles
roam the Outlands in
swarms, or as locals call
it thunderstorms, of 2d12
eating and devouring all the
food they can find. Travelers
can hear a thunderstorm of

Armor Class 14 (natural)
Hit Points 22(2d12+4)
Speed: 30 ft ground, 50ft flying
Str 13 | Dex 16 | Con 14 | Int 8 | Wis 8 | Cha 12
Saving Throws: Dex +2
Senses: Passive Perception 13
Dmg resistance: piercing, slashing
Languages: n/a
Challenge 3 (800XP)
Multiattack: This beetle can attack 2 times per
turn.
Pincer: Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach
5ft, one target. Hit 4(1d4+2) slashing dmg
16

beetles from up to 2 miles away as their lightening
blasts cause thunder to rumble over the land.
Lightning beetles are known to gather around areas
that are closely linked with the elemental planes.
Scholars are not sure why this happens but believe it
has something to do with the beetles innate magical
abilities or possibly a mating ritual.

Crafting a staff or wand from the horns of a lightning beetle enhances the wielder’s lightning based
spells adding an additional 1d6 lightning dmg
Static Charge : Melee Attack: +2 to hit, reach
5ft, one target. Hit 6 (2d4+2) lightning dmg. At
will the beetle can emit an electrical spark to
shock its enemies and prey.
Lightning Blast: 3 times a day (or 1d6 times per
day) this beetle can emit a lightning blast from
between their two horns dealing 3d4 lightning
dmg. This blast launches itself in a line up to 30
feet. Any creature caught in this line can make
a dex check (DC 14) to take half damage. If the
creature is wearing metal the DC for this check
raises to 18. If struck by the full force of the
blast the creature must make a str check (DC 13)
or become paralyzed for 1d4 rounds.
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Maidens of Malkizid
Type: Yugoloth/elf | Size: Medium | Alignment: Neutral Evil | Plane: Gray Waste | Layer : Oinos
Armor Class 18 (magical) 14 (touch)
Hit Points 67(6d12+24)
Speed: 30 ft on foot, 100 ft flying
Str 17 | Dex 17 | Con 14 | Int 14 | Wis 14 | Cha 16
Saving Throws: Str +4| Cha +4
Senses: Darkvision 60 Ft.
Skills: insight +6, Perception +2, Arcana +4
Dmg resistance: non-magical
Languages: Abyssal, Infernal, Celestial, Common
Challenge 7 (2,700XP)

T

he Maidens of Malkizid were once elves of
the Cormanthor forest before being lured by
the fallen Solar, Malkizid, with promises of power,
beauty, and magic. Malkizid then had the Hags of
the Gray Waste perform rituals on the
elves, granting them demonic
like powers which physically
altered them, giving them
heavy talons and bat like
wings. Unlike the Demon
Fey’ri, who were bred with
demons and yugoloth,
these elves volunteered to
be magically transformed
and serve alongside
Malkizid until his
fall. The Maidens
now vie for
power in the
Wastes working
as assassins
in the Blood
Rift, or selling
information in
the many courts
and demon palaces
they are known to
reside. An adventurer
should be wary when
dealing with the maidens
as they are cunning and
enjoy tricking mortals from the

Innate Spellcasting: The Maiden’s innate
spellcasting ability is Charisma (spell Save DC
17). It can innately cast the following spells,
requiring no material components:
At will: Darkness, Acid Arrow, Levitate, Blight
4/day: Charm Person, Geas, Disintegrate
Multiattack: Maidens can attack 3 times per
turn.
Claw: Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach
5ft, one target. Hit 18(2d10+4) piercing/slashing
dmg.
prime material plane into treacherous contracts.
These yugoloth are also known to take on warlocks
who work in political intrigue or the goings on of
royalty.

Maiden’s Collar: There are a total
of 13 Maiden’s Collars in existence
and each belong to a maiden
grandmother, the matriarchs
of the maidens. They consist
of 13 discs of gold with
small pearls connecting
each disc. The necklace
is heavily enchanted
granting protection
(protection from
good +4) and each
disc can absorb one
spell cast on the
maiden and saved
as a charge for up
to 1 day before
dissipating.
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Modron Berserker
Type: Construct| Size: Medium | Alignment: Neutral/Lawful | Plane: Archeron | Layer : Avalas

Armor Class 25 (touch 13)
Hit Points 102 (12d8+48)
Speed: 30ft
Str 18 | Dex 10 | Con 16 | Int 12 | Wis 12 | Cha 12
Saving Throws: Str +4 | Con +3
Damage Resistances: piercing, slashing,
			Bludgeoning
Senses: Watchful Eyes
Languages: Modron, Common, Orc
Rage: Modron Berserkers can use Rage as a
level 15 barbarian.
Mechanical Whirl: as a standard action a
Modron Berserkers can spin their upper half
rapidly hitting any adjacent enemies for 4d12+4
damage.
Multi Attack: Modron Berserkers can make up
to 4 attacks per turn with their whirling maces
each mace dealing 1d12+4 damage.

enemies from any side. When in their full
battle fury these modron use their unique
armor to rapidly spin around allowing their
maces to chew through any opponent that
dares get too close. These Modron always
patrol in groups divisible by the number 3
Unflankable: Modron Berserkers can attack
and defend from any direction and are
immune from flanking tactics.
Watchful Eyes: If a Modron Berserker is
awake it cannot be caught off guard and can
see in all directions except from below.

5’2”

I

n the upper layers of Acheron
there are modron tasked
with defending any ways
from Acheron to Mechanus.
However the endless battles
on this plane are too much
for your average Modron
foot soldier, so instead, the
Berserkers were created. Modron
Berserkers are heavily armored
fighters with four extruding tentacles.
Each tentacle is topped with a heavy spiked
mace that the modron use to take on

18
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Platinum Kobold
Type: Dragon| Size: Small | Alignment: Lawful Good | Plane: Mount Celestia | Layer : any
Armor Class 18 (celestial breast plate) 14 (natural)
Hit Points 45 (6d8)
Speed: 30 feet or 120 feet flying
Str 17 | Dex 14 | Con 14 | Int 13 | Wis 13 | Cha 16
Saving Throws: Str +3| Dex +2
Senses: Passive perception 12, Dark Vision 30ft,
sense evil 100ft
Languages: draconic, Celestial, Common
Challenge 6 (2300XP)

E

very now and again a Kobold hatches with
an innate sense of what is right and wrong
and turns away from its brethren to follow the
ways of Bahamut, steeped in righteous laws and
goodly acts. When these kobold die their spirits
are reborn in the halls of Bahamut and as a gift
they are reformed
into Platinum
Kobolds. These
new creatures
are petitioners
of Bahamut and
often act as scouts
and soldiers to
insure the chaos of
other planes is kept
at bay. A paladin or
cleric of Bahamut may
encounter Platinum
Kobolds when seeking
guidance or assistance
from their patron.
Platinum Kobold
resemble their material plane
counterparts except their hide
has been transformed into a
metallic platinum and they have
been gifted wings as well. They also
gain a deadly breath weapon to help
them fight when facing demons and
otherworldly creatures that would love for

Spear: Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach
5ft, one target. Hit 12(3d4+4) piercing dmg and
an additional 1d6 holy dmg
Shield Bash: Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit,
reach 5ft, one target. Hit 9(1d8+4) bludgeoning
dmg. The target must make a Strength check
(DC14) or be pushed back 5 feet
Multi Attack: These kobold can make two
attacks per turn
Breath: 3 times per day a Platinum Kobold
can use a breath weapon of white hot fire in a
line up to 15 feet that deals 4d6+4 fire dmg.
Any character caught in this line can make a
dexterity check (DC 14) to take half dmg. Any
non-magical equipment that comes in contact
with this flame is destroyed.
the planes of law to fall into chaos. These kobold
will come to the
aid of any goodly
creature in need.
Platinum Spear:
Every Platinum
Kobold is armed with
a Platinum Spear. These
spears are forged in
Bahamut’s palace and
can only be wielded by
a creature of lawful good
alignment. If a non lawful
good creature attempts to
wield the spear they will
suffer 2d6 dmg per turn and
must make a strength check
(DC 17) or drop the spear. If
thrown at an opponent (range
100 ft) the spear will magically
return to its wielder’s grasp the
following turn.
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